Committee meeting 03.09.2009

Present: David Nisbet, Andy Butterworth, Bruno Lenski, Olivier Barriere, Davide Bozzini, Camille Ruiz Llamas, Nick Ziogas

Purchasing

- Tent: done
- Pistolet: Nick will find
- Sonorisation: Possibility to use a system belonging to the Staff Association. Davide will investigate.
- Display panel/clock: There are the large LED panels used for HW commissioning, Davide will investigate the possibility of using one of these.

Changing room and facilities

- JL Denblyden has no useful storage space available to propose us.
- Olivier suggested a solution cf. kayak club with a chalet purchased by the club, on a concrete base prepared by CERN. A chalet plan will be drawn up by Olivier. Needs some suggestions as to where to put the chalet. Olivier will contact JLD.
- Davide will ask the SA about the possibility to stock the tents temporarily in the SA storage local.

Dave proposed we do improvements to the changing room. Items outstanding:
- Key (CERN card system?)
- ventilation
- better clothes hooks
- security: windows often open
- storage: coffre-bancs
- heating: 2 additional radiators
- painting

Nick, Camille and Davide will look at the plan and identify improvements needed.

Race and training planning

A number of objectives were mentioned:
- RER
- Semi Lausanne
- Escalade
- Marathon

Dave suggested that the club should decide on 2 or 3 local races as club projects, and maybe also further away (marathon etc.) with an organised trip (bus hire etc.).

Professional training: Dave has contacted Pierre-Alain Frossard about a presentation/special training session and effort test. He will come back with a proposal in the next few weeks.
**Winter clothing**
David and Davide will look at the catalogue.

**Road Race**
- Proposed date: Wednesday 30 September (not 23 as proposed previously)
- It was proposed that we include a “retired” category.
- Andy/Nick/Bruno will look after inscriptions
- Davide will put out a call for volunteers.
- No volunteer was found for organiser, David will take over when he is back from holiday in 2 weeks.

A. Butterworth